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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-641-715-3650 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
• BBS Phone Line:

1 – 888-429-5471

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

B Conference Call:

1-641-715-3650

C Skype:

BBSradio2

D

This # picks up the first available line.

PIN #

353 863#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#

Opening Meditation:

2016-10-08

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Rainbird

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#

13 Cimi: White Cosmic Bridging day + Drumming item
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Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week; we need $ 300 for this week.
SO MUCH GRATITUDE FOR KEEPING US CAUGHT UP !!!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
[Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA
95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require food, gas, a
home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information out to the world.
• This week: need SOME FOR BILLS, GAS. Need $108 to pay for speakers. Tara needs
some medication - $80 - Thank you, thank you, thank you!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• THE GO FUND ME A/C Also requires more help!
https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery

$10, 785 of $14k

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T: Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061
Intro Notes

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-october-8-2016
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HARD NEWS
T: they [Repubs] are honing in on Trump; Assange is honing in on Hillary – on Oct 8, he
downloaded 2500 e-mails; that he will continue doing so on a weekly basis until all are done
• Bill Maher sufficiently defined things!
• 23 republican congressmen and senators have condemned Trump, but not said that they
won't vote for him. 5 more have un-endorsed him.
Paul Ryan, Mr Ayan Rand; Joe Heck NV – former gov Mitt Romney is stumping for him;
Cathy McMorris Rogers – WA; Jason Chaffetz – both condemned and un-endorsed; Jeb
Bush, John Kasich; Jon Huntsman from Utah; Mike Kaufman for colorado; Ted Cruz TX;
• Bill Clinton and Hillary both caught settling nuclear state secrets – that's treason!
R: has a 25 minute video about the 7,000 year old space port
Pence, VP nominee: beside himself with content of 11 year old vid – look forward to him letting
us see what is in his heart!
Wall Street Journal: there is 0 chance I will quit; the support I'm getting is unbelievable!
T: reads some of Trump's comments on a particular woman
T: 2 resolutions at UN Security Council meeting on an emergency basis after Putin and Allende
met yesterday (Oct 7) – Putin vetoed them both
• when Hillary went to Libya, it caused a regime change and increased the terrorist
organizations – which are being funded by the US! And the terrorist orgs are playing 2
ends against the middle
• The US is continuing to accuse Russia and Syria of War Crimes!
• RT interviewed people who were in Aleppo – our bought and paid for rebels will not allow
the people living there to leave. Our western media are reporting that Russia bombed
hospitals – not so: it was the bought and paid for rebels!!!
Audio: RT international – Oct 8 - latest world headlines – REMEMBER it's all Hillary, not Obama;
• Using armed force against migrants – T is reading the article from the TV screen
• a whole series of headlines
https://www.rt.com/news/

Audio: Going Underground

October 9, 2016

2016-10-08 Theresa May’s new Britain, stop the wars
& will it be Trump or Clinton? (E395)

We speak to Tory MP Kwazi Kwarteng about the Convective Conference: Stop the War Coalition
& the UK’s new military presence in the Persian Gulf. Plus Michael Kirk’s The Choice 2016.

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/362041-ukmilitary-persian-gulf/
T: Martin Luther King was a CIA asset all the way through
• HRC 1st decision would be strategic: how can I maneuvre my way / use this to get
further to the presidency?
• By this time, there is a whole list of dead people around – Henry K had been her
advisor since 1972
Audio: Thom Hartmann – Steven Cohen Oct 7, 2016
• the Clinton campaign going after Trump: in a new and more dangerous cold war

with Russia – 3 fronts that could become hot at any time
2016-10-08
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Ukraine; Baltic Sea area – Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Poland; Syria

• Latest on the New Cold War - Professor Stephen Cohen, The Nation/Soviet Fates

and Lost Alternatives

Friday, Oct 7, 2016

SITE: What's Up With #US-#Russia Relations? (w/Guest: Stephen Cohen)
http://ow.ly/RgJo304Y36t The Nation
Audio: ON CONTACT – Jailing the mentally ill with George Mallinckrodt - 2016-10-09
https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/362201-us-mentally-ill-incarceration/
On this week’s episode of On Contact, Chris Hedges discusses the incarceration of America’s
mentally ill with George Mallinckrodt, psychotherapist and author of Getting Away with
Murder. They address the cases of mistreatment, isolation, and lack of transparency that
Mallinckrodt witnessed while working in a Florida state prison psychiatric ward, and then RT
Correspondent Anya Parampil examines the plight of the mentally ill in the United States.

T: passed by Jimmy Carter and revoked the following year by Ronnie Reagan
2:06 HOURS
Audio: IRAQ MINISTER: "Ancient Alien Spaceport & NIBARU" (Full press conference)
2016-10-06
IRAQ MINISTER: Ancient Alien Spaceport & NIBARU! – Iraqi Transport Minister.
Source RT news -

https://www.rt.com/viral/361721-alien...

Iraq’s Transport Minister, Kazem Finjan, claims “ancient aliens” built earth’s first airport
7,000 years ago in the Middle East - and used it for interplanetary missions.
Getting ever so slightly sidetracked during a press conference to announce the construction
of a real-life, modern day airport in Dhi Qar, southern Iraq, Finjan suggested
spacecraft launched from the same area in 5,000 BC discovered Pluto and the
mythical planet of Nibiru.
An apparently well-read individual, Finjan is convinced he has found the proof for his
theories.
“I invite those who doubt to read the book of the great Sumerian historian Zecharia Sitchin,
or the books of Samuel Kramer including one entitled ‘History begins at sumer’ which
speaks of the first airport constructed on planet earth, and it is there at el Naciria,”
he continued.
SEE ALSO:

2016-10-08

http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/719216/ufo-news-discovery-aliensflying-saucer-weird-science
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Audio: Laura Flanders 2014-04-08 Jessica Gordon Nembhard: Cooperative
Economics and Civil Rights
[SEPT 29, 2016]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TVIghQMkBg
This week on the Laura Flanders Show: What role did economic cooperation play in the civil rights
movement? As it turns out, a huge one. This forgotten history is the focus of Dr. Jessica Gordon
Nembhard's recent book Collective Courage: A History of African-American Economic Thought and
Practice, out in bookstores in May.
In 2014, the LF Show was one of the first to report on Gordon Nembhard's work on Black cooperativism
and civil rights. Gordon Nembhard has received wide acclaim for both her book and her cooperative work.
In August 2016, she ws inducted into the Cooperative Hall of Fame, standing along side cooperative
movement heroes such as Shirley Sherrod (former LF guest) and Melbah Smith. Gordon Nembhard is
Professor of Community Justice and Social Economic Development in the Department of Africana Studies
at John Jay College, of the City University of New York (CUNY).
Gordon Nembhard's research has had formidable impact on the worker co-op sector, co-founded the U.S.
Federation of Worker Co-ops and helped that organization build lasting ties with prominent civil rights and
cooperative organizations. She is also an active member of the Grassroots Economic Organizing
Newsletter collective and recently joined the board of directors of Green Worker Cooperatives.
Oct 7/16 – over 7000 at Standing rock – over 500 North American tribes – won't be
bamboozled this time!

Audio: Thom Hartmann - Dr Richard Wolffe – 2016-09-13
Thom Hartmann Interviews Dr. Richard Wolff On the State of the Economy 9/13/16
Thom Hartmann's latest interview with Dr. Richard Wolff on the State of the Economy 9/13/16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha1GlKI_IBQ

Audio: Democracy Now – Angela Davis after Trump, David Duke discussion
This is a replay from an earlier show : Angela Davis talks about needing a new party

Audio: Boom Bust – RT tv About DEUTSCHE BANK; interview with MAX kEISER

Reading: 2016-10-03 Ben Fulford~ Document Dump: outright fraud

[SEE BELOW]

T: KOS: says the republican party will be shut down as they are all treasonists!
• KOS said it won't be long from now that he is linked with a murder; it's one thing
for him to charged with violent rape, another thing to be charged for murder.
• And then there is Hillary selling/passing on nuclear secrets
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ASTROLOGY

RICHARD [RI]

The coming week
Fri Oct 7 – Mercury went into Libra; moon square pluto – moon in Capricorn;
Sat: moon will be conjunct Pluto
Sun: moon in Capricorn continues, will square the sun; sextile Venus in Scorpio 19* and
will square Uranus later
Mon: moon into Aquarius, an air sign, so it will trine Jupiter – about mental plane work
Tues: moon in Aquarius – Mercury conjunct Jupiter 9*, Mars comes into sextile with
Neptune and sextile with Uranus in Sag
Wed: no aspects – moon goes into Pisces
Thurs: 4 lunar aspects and Mercury square Mars in 11* zone Capricorn
Fri: Mercury will sextile saturn in Sag;
Sat: moon goes in Aries in early am; the sun opposes urnal, Mercury squares pluto,
Sunday is full moon at 24* Aries
The Pele Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAbQ54OnGxw
Co-Creating the future
click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
Whenever I feel separate,
I need to turn myself on,
Like a light switch to allow
The current to flow
Through me from the Divine.

No small order sometimes! Like this week with Saturn square the nodes saying STOP! doubt it,
prove it, test it, don't fool yourself, on and on and on..... OMG. With south node Neptune still
going on in Pisces, we can all wanna just check out (stare at the clouds like I was in the report
haha!) and drift away in our own silent rebellion (Uranus in Aries).
But no, in this Act XVVII of the play, it's apparently time to grow up and stand strong in our own
truth and stay open as a conduit of love energy, oh yeah! And with the other aspects happening,
join with other like minded souls, show some strength in unity and numbers, and tip the scales,
2016-10-08
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start the domino effect, and rock out this planet with "alternative news," like about how great it is
to be alive perhaps? How amazing the people, trees, plants, crystals, sounds, and feelings are?
What beautiful new creations are emerging out of people's hearts and minds on a minute by
minute basis? Yeah baby! Go!
RI: more about Libra, as we are in the middle of it – reading from Dane Rudyard
Transfiguration is the theme for the section we're in
2nd half is re-construction
the need to keep in operation – steady links between vast unconscious realm
and the personality self; need those links to be stabilized.
Develop capacity to develop a calm understanding of the human experiences
that one was once deeply involved in [past lives, even in this life –
moving forward in this life]
Seeing the breakdown 18 Libra – how to make the vision, incoming impulses
acceptable to society
• Seeing protest against disharmonic conditions around social privilege [1%]
• Not all of the past needs to be discarded – can carry forward the good stuff
21* Libra – re-vivifying force of nature – need to stay in contact with nature
• be friendly with the happy; be compassionate with the unhappy; don't
give the evil any attention
23* - go for the joyful part of life's processes – we're supposed to be in a creative
process!
24* - new modes of response to life's basic processes – hopefully we've learned
more and can address things in a new way – every death is an omen of rebirth; about seeing through the lies, the propaganda
• the interaction of the spiritual will [Uranus] and the love principle [Pluto]
when critical needs arise
27*
we're working on developing a consciousness to transcend – getting into our
observer self and out of our ego consciousness: don't re-act immediately –
with contemplation and mediation consider actions for the good of all
concerned
29*
the community visible and invisible sustain our efforts, help us out – this can
give us a deep sense of participation in the social processes
Reading: Mystic Mamma – the new moon of Oct 1st

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: 2016-09-30 A Message to Lightworkers from The Collective

[SEE BELOW]

CONFERENCE CALL
T: they tried their best to make Hurricane Matthew a real event, and it has been losing
• Refers to Boom Bust – Ed Harrison

T: 2-3 weeks she's been having issues with her stomach: keep her in Circle of Support! Her son's
wife has mastica Caios and from Healthforce.com – Oxygen supreme – a liquid a 2 oz
bottle - $51 – gratitude is a challenge: she is grateful for the ability to digest food without
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R: tomorrow Yoko Ono will go to Rejkivik to light the peace tower from now until New Years –
• Periscope is an app for the phone so we can connect with her: Ringo and Paul will be with
her, too. A big deal.
• Free-mart.com/tarram – there is a product they are waiting on: shaigqua – sciaga is new

spelling; now in its most potent form, after getting it back from someone who wanted to
water it down.
Gerry: how do you order it?
T:
Go to the web-site: free-mart.com/tarram – or phone # 801-704-8344
• these things are crystalline in nature and infused with extra high frequencies: an ancient,
ancient native herb –
G: own radio show at 7 pm PST/10 pm EST - 7 nights of the week; 516-387-1497
• Judge starts with the laws that enable them to work with the native americans and
indigenous peoples around the world
• will be able to buy a house for $100 / mo for a home up to $300, 000 – just setting up
the programs at the moment
• The legal website is triballaw.tk
there will be other websites
• once a native tribe joins: whatever they have has value, and it can earn them a
great deal of money so they can move out of poverty – their land or their property
is not at risk – the group is working on a shoe string but making it
• the website is call SATTT second amendment tech tech tribe
• Radio Bob handles the radio out of New York [Robert Barber]
T: brings up the idea of building spherical homes in community – the homes are build with organic
silica and organic calcium – these types of things are already designed to have community
living under the sea.
• Another idea: consider off the grid technology as per Dr Keshe and not use fossil fuels in
building them. Living in a square building pulls the energy from the human body – a single
sphere may not need a permit –
• T is encouraging Gerry and group to consider the spheres as an alternative way of
housing – we have to think of these other alternatives as by 2030
• E2Design – architects who build things using off grid technologies and designs around

the world – look at RT tv .
G: right now people want to have their own homes; he concurs with what T is saying – yet
collectively they are not quite there yet.
T: how many millions cannot buy a home and are homeless – we have to look at that
issue. G is working with another group looking at this issue too.
T: Continues the review of the Ben Fulford article
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BBS RADIO
R: comments after playing Karen Carpenter singing about space – she knew what was going on;
had issues with her temple/ body – about CIA playing with those from Hollywood
Audio: The Arrival of the Sphere Alliance – David Wilcock & ET Corey
http://www.gaia.com/video/arrival-spheres-william-tompkins
THIS IS THE SOURCE FOR A COPY OF THE TRANSCRIPT – BE SURE AND LOOK AT THIS – THERE
ARE MARVELLOUS PHOTOS FROM SPACE!

http://spherebeingalliance.com/blog/transcript-cosmic-disclosure-arrival-ofthe-spheres-with-william-tompkins.html
Audio: the introduction of a piece by John Fugelsang and Robert Weisberg: Dream On [PBS] is
the name of the series
Premieres Oct 7th at 10pm EST on PBS. Check local listings.
DREAM ON investigates the perilous state of the American Dream after decades of
rising income inequality and declining economic mobility. In an epic road trip,
political comedian John Fugelsang retraces the journey of Alexis de Tocqueville,
whose study of our young country in 1831 came to define America as a place where
anyone, of any background, could climb the ladder of economic opportunity.
Following in the Frenchman’s footsteps, Fugelsang asks whether the optimistic spirit
of the American Dream that Tocqueville popularized is alive and well in the twentyfirst century, or whether George Carlin was right when he famously quipped, “It’s
called the American Dream because you have to be asleep to believe it.”
Audio: Laura Flanders Jeff Chang We gon' Be Alright – 2016-10-07
Interview with scholar and cultural critic, Jeff Chang, on his new book We Gon' Be
Alright: Notes on Race and Resegregation, which examines the "recent
tragedies and widespread protests that have shaken the country."
https://www.linktv.org/shows/laura-flanders-show/episodes/laura-flanders-show-6
In these provocative, powerful essays acclaimed writer/journalist Jeff Chang (Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, Who
We Be) takes an incisive and wide-ranging look at the recent tragedies and widespread protests that have
shaken the country. Through deep reporting with key activists and thinkers, passionately personal writing,
and distinguished cultural criticism, We Gon’ Be Alright links #BlackLivesMatter to #OscarsSoWhite, Ferguson
to Washington D.C., the Great Migration to resurgent nativism. Chang explores the rise and fall of the idea of
“diversity,” the roots of student protest, changing ideas about Asian Americanness, and the impact of a
century of racial separation in housing. He argues that resegregation is the unexamined condition of our
2016-10-08
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time, the undoing of which is key to moving the nation forward to racial justice and cultural equity.

Audio: [KR977] Keiser Report: Bubble economy sins
2016-10-09

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lWjqev3j0Q

We discuss how central bankers must be made to pay for their bubble
economy sins. In the second half, Max interviews Jim Rickards, author of
The Road to Ruin: The Global Elites’ Secret Plan for the Next Financial
Crisis.

Audio: Redacted Tonight

2016-10-08

Proof big banks knew 2008 crisis was coming, war is for corporate
gains & more
https://www.rt.com/shows/redacted-tonight-summary/362025-us-armedconflicts-democracy/
In this episode of Redacted Tonight, Lee Camp explores the crazy reality of endless war in
which America is essentially driven by armed conflicts that are not for defending ourselves or
spreading democracy, but the acquisition of resources and imperial power. Then Lee reveals
new-found explicit proof that the major bankers KNEW that the 2008 financial collapse was
coming, even though they testified before Congress that they had been clueless. This damning
evidence should be more than enough to throw these sociopaths in jail, but will it? Next,
keeping with the big banks theme, correspondent John F. O’Donnell joins Lee at the desk to
discuss the despicable behavior of Wells Fargo and discuss if the public outrage may finally be
loud enough to force a bank CEO to step down or even be prosecuted. Finally, correspondent
Naomi Karavani files a report on the Coal Ash companies and how they’re indiscriminately
dumping it all over and how the EPA isn’t doing anything to stop them. This and more on
Redacted Tonight.

Audio: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert
http://www.cbs.com/shows/the-late-show-with-stephencolbert/video/__i1tVaFn60PyNFpt_fgMB21uHIU_CLB/the-late-show-10-7-2016-dianelane-aja-naomi-king-alingon-mitra-/

Reading: completion of Message to Lightworkers – Sept 30/16
Reading: another Hopi Prophecy Warriors of the Rainbow Prophecy 2014-04-22

[SEE BELOW]

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: When God was a Woman, Ch 4 Luvians, Luvischen or Louvites pp 100 – 102
Ch 5 One of Their Own Race p 103-104, end of first paragraph
Closing: Rainbird
Music: Rama is to upload the video
Unicorn: the story that goes with the poem by John Masefield “I must go down to the Sea again . . “

R: the peace tower in Iceland to be lit on Oct 9th; the lights go up to space.
2016-10-08
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-10-03 B. Fulford Document dump shows Federal Reserve Board based on
outright fraud
Documents leaked by US government personnel reveal in detail how the owners of
Federal Reserve Board created the 2008 Lehman crisis as a way to steal vast sums from
the people of the planet.

Yohannes Riyadi (click to enlarge)
The documents show how an Indonesian by the name of Johannes Riyadi used 700 tons of gold
that originally belonged for former Indonesian President Soekarno to back a US$500 billion bond
issue. This money was used to bribe senior Indonesian government officials, according to CIA
officials based in Asia.
The 700 tons gold was then magically transformed by Khazarian mafia employed forgerer and
fraudster Wilfredo Saurin into 750,000 tons of gold backed certificates, the sources say. J.P.
Morgan Chase Bank then took the “750,000 metric tons” and sent the rights to the gold to the
Royal Bank of Scotland, with payments going to HSBC holdings before the “gold” ended up at the
Federal Reserve Board who then transformed the gold into dollars in a sort of reverse alchemy.

Wilfredo Saurin (click to enlarge)
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The 23 trillion dollars thus magically created were used by the owners of the Federal Reserve
Board to buy on the cheap assets around the world whose value had crashed because of the
engineered Lehman shock crash, the sources say. “This has amounted to the largest criminal theft
of global assets in history using digital money created on computers, backed by nonexistent Gold,”
was how one CIA officer described the scam. This huge fraud vastly increased the concentration of
the Khazarian mafia’s ownership of the world’s corporations and assets.
Various documents related to this fraud, including copies of the SWIFT transaction documents, can
be seen below in the subscription portion of this blog and will be made available free of charge to
the general public on Thursday, October 6th.
As this document release illustrates, action against the Khazarian mafia and their Federal Reserve
Board based fraudulent financial system is escalating. That is probably why document shredding
trucks were seen parked in front of the Fed’s New York headquarters last week.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-29/just-spotted-front-new-york-fed-again
Just Spotted In Front Of The New York Fed | Zero Hedge
http://www.zerohedge.com
Three months later, the shredders are back…
There can be no doubt about it, the New York Federal Reserve bank is a crime scene and evidence
is being destroyed.
The Pentagon meanwhile, has released more details about the new financial system that is will
replace the fraudulent and defunct Federal Reserve Board, possibly as early as this month. The
voting rights in the new system will be allocated as follows: with China getting…
… 20.09%, The Republic of the United States of America 17.89%, the EU 11.61%, Russia 7.53%,
India 4.1% and Japan 3.79%. These are the same proportions as the carbon rights issued by the
COP21 agreement which was more about a new financial system than it was about carbon. A full
list of countries’ voting shares can be seen here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Agreement
Paris Agreement – Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org
The Paris Agreement (French: L’accord de Paris) is an agreement within the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) dealing with greenhouse …
The agreement will become law when 55 countries accounting for at least 55% of global carbon
emissions ratify. That threshold will be passed when the EU ratifies which their government
promises to do by the end of this month.
“The new October fiscal year coincides with the Jewish New Year, China’s national day, and the
collapse of Deutschebank as the yuan becomes a gold-backed, convertible international reserve
currency in the new financial system,” Pentagon sources say. This is what is really behind the
official inclusion, starting on October 1st, of the Chinese yuan into the IMF’s SDR currency basket,
other sources confirm. [T: the khazarians and the jews are connected with the chinese]
Once the new system is up and running the US military and agencies will have a much freer hand
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to take action against the Khazarian mafia because they will no longer have to worry about
getting money to pay for their salaries, gasoline etc. At the same time, the Khazarians will no
longer be able to afford to pay the salaries of their ISIS, Boko Haram and other mercenary
armies. [this is a galactic operation!!!]
In any case, it is now obvious to anybody with a functioning brain that the US military is not
obeying the orders of the Khazarian mafia slaves in the State Department or the White House.
Skull and Bones Khazarian mafia don US Secretary of State John Kerry was forced to admit in
public last week that the military was unwilling to back his threats to take action against Russia in
Syria. [thank god!]
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2016/10/01/Kerry-said-he-lost-argument-toback-Syria-diplomacy-with-force-.html
Kerry said he ‘lost argument’ to back Syria diplomacy with force
english.alarabiya.net
US Secretary of State John Kerry, in a meeting last week with a small number of Syrian civilians
and the real reason for the blustering threats out of the State Department concerning Syria is that
the Russians and their allies are systematically destroying the Israeli and oil company ISIS
mercenary army operating there, Pentagon sources say. [they are lying about the fact that it is
Israel – it is us, the US – and Israel has been running the country since 1949] The destruction
included more Israeli and Saudi run command centers, they add.
A legal attack against the Khazarian mafia has also begun. Pentagon sources say “The military is
behind the first lawsuit against Saudi Arabia by the widow of a navy commander killed at
pentagon on 911 so that, when leaks about Israel’s involvement in 911 happen, class action
lawsuits will be aimed to bankrupt and sanction the Jewish mafia.”
The sources add that “Neocon Ash Carter and CIA boss Saudiphile John Brennan were behind the
futile Obama veto of the 911 law, who was then bitch slapped with house and senate overrides.”
In another blow to the Khazarian mafia “longtime Rockefeller Stooge Joseph Verner Reed” was
among “cabal agents terminated,” last week, the Pentagon sources say.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/obituaries/joseph-verner-reed-jr-diplomat-and-whitehouse-protocol-chief-dies-at-78/2016/10/01/d94639f4-87e7-11e6-ac72a29979381495_story.html
Joseph Verner Reed Jr., diplomat and White House protocol chief, dies at 78
http://www.washingtonpost.com
Mr. Reed was an ambassador, George H.W. Bush’s protocol chief and a longtime U.N. official.
There was also more subterfuge involving the Clinton Bush mafia last week when Bill Clinton went
to the funeral of former Israeli Leader Shimon Peres to hobnob. “Bill went to the funeral only so
Hillary could get more Jewish donors,” the military sources who monitored his visit say. Hillary,
meanwhile, was recorded by the FBI making a deal with Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin
Netanyahu to double US aid to Israel in exchange for more money to her foundation, the sources
add.
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There was also a lot of contradictory information coming from sources who told this writer that
Hillary Clinton was dead. One source insists she is dead and that the Clinton/Trump debate had
been recorded in advance. Another source says Hillary was killed and replaced by a clone and
since the clones have limited intelligence, she needed an earphone microphone and a
teleprompter in order to be able to debate. It is also possible that a body double was used who
would also need a teleprompter and earphone so that her handlers could tell her what to say. The
technology also now exists to use computer graphics to create debating Hillary.
What is clear in any case is that somebody went to a lot of trouble to make is seem she died,
including putting images of her falling down on world TV screens and having TV networks
broadcast reports that she died. She also cancelled a whole series of live appearances. This may
have been done to prevent her being executed for the crime of mass murder by making would be
executioners think she was already dead.
Whatever the case, even if it was the real Hillary, online polls overwhelmingly agree she lost the
debate by a huge margin.
There is also an ongoing avalanche of exposure of the criminal activities of the Clinton foundation
and of Hillary and Bill Clinton. Forget the stories of their foundation peddling watered down AIDS
drugs and the like, the real story is that they are mass murderers involved in the nuclear bomb
triggered tsunami attacks against Haiti and Japan.
There is also more and more evidence coming out that the people behind the Federal Reserve
Board are Satan worshippers. The latest to be leaked is a video purporting to show Angelina Jolie
describe to friends her participation in Satanic rituals.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkXS946P4sQ
Angelina Jolie Admits To Illuminati Sacrifice In Leaked Video
http://www.youtube.com
Angelina Jolie admits to the satanic ritual she performed to enter the Order of the Illuminati in
newly surfaced secret footage where she is talking to two c…
Jolie has since been offered a post in the Rockefeller’s Council on Foreign relations and other
powerful positions.
There have also been revelations by former Clinton aides that Hillary Clinton participated in witchcraft activities. Hillary’s leaked e-mails show she made sacrifices to Moloch, a different name for
Satan.
These revelations jives with what I was told when I visited the P2 Freemason lodge in Italy about
how the inner group at the top levels of world power practice human sacrifice, carry out arcane
rituals to summon “entities,” and run world events in line with movements of the stars and
planets. I was poisoned during that visit and was not supposed to live to tell the world about them
and their activities.
Now, however, they are being exposed on multiple fronts by whistleblowers, intelligence agencies
and others. Once these people are deprived of their money “Majick,” they will lose the final
remnants of their power and will be systematically hunted down and neutralized. That is why the
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Federal Reserve Board is being taken down.
The documents below, sent by agency white hats, are concrete evidence the White Dragon Society
and its allies are on the case. The guns of October have started to roar. There will be more in
November. The attacks will continue until it is finally over and humanity is set free. If we all work
on this, victory by Christmas is possible.

BI_Letter (click to enlarge)

Federal Reserve SWIFT Transmission 5T 2009 (click to enlarge)

McCall-Offer-to-Saurin-Indo-Gold-SKMBT
The SWIFT Transfers of the Indonesia Au 2009
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2016-10-01 NEW MOON in Libra September 30th / October 1st 2016~

ART BY MYSTIC MAMMA
(Hopi woman by Edward S. Curtis)
*NEW MOON* is here again bringing us a new cycle wherein we can plant seeds for a brighter,
more compassionate, more cooperative future.
The archetype of Libra reminds us of our interconnected nature and teaches us about the art of
harmonizing with all of our relations.
Ruled by Venus, she inspires us to walk with beauty and bring forth our feminine gifts of
empathy, love and creativity to bridge a new understanding of ourselves and each other and the
animate world that surrounds us.
Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our beloved featured astrologers. First from
CHAD WOODWARD from his Kosmic Mind:
“Take a deep breath. You’ve made it to the New Moon in tropical Libra.
“Feel the inner peace that exists within you; connect with that potential state.
“Something holds the universe together. No matter what we endure, life seeks to achieve
homeostasis.
“It’s really an amazing thing. Life always finds a way around things. Every obstacle, challenge, or
blockage is just an accent along the pathway to wholeness.
“And each perceived limitation can always be worked with and incorporated somehow.
“Whatever flaws you might think you have can become your allies. They can be a beautiful piece
of your wholeness.
“This is what Libra ultimately teaches us. As the archetype of the artist or the lover, Libra seeks to
create beauty from whatever it has to work with.
“As you settle into this New Moon, take a deep look at your life, and see the opportunities that
exist allowing you to turn your challenges into a work of art.
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“It might take the form of stabilizing a relationship, friendship, or professional partnership, or it
might take the form of a literal creative endeavor.
“Whatever it is, this New Moon plants the seeds for increased stability and cooperation in
some aspect of your life.
“Mercury’s retrograde cycle is now over. Perhaps you’ve encountered some setbacks in the past
few weeks. But it’s also possible that those setbacks served to gift you with a different
perspective.
“I don’t think that Mercury retrogrades ever pass by without teaching us something, or helping us
become more aware of the universe we are enmeshed within.
“The final eclipse season of this year is also over, and it has likely left you a bit altered, perhaps it
has significantly rerouted your present course. Where do you go from here? This is a time when
you may begin to get a better sense of that.
“The planet Jupiter conjoins this New Moon. The God of expansion, abundance, and opportunity
steps in to open new doorways.
“This New Moon is a time to make some choices… In Libra, consider the possibility of
receiving help from trusted allies, whoever or whatever they might be.
“Don’t feel like you have to step into the darkness all by yourself.
“The most powerful theme of this lunation is a spotlight on the human need for companionship
and support. It’s our nature, as social creatures, to reach out and support others on their
journey.
“How can you reach out? And what do you need for yourself? You may find that the best use of
your time right now would be to see who needs help and to equally see where you could benefit
from support as well.
“Again, don’t step into this darkness alone. This powerful New Moon amplifies our social
instincts. If you’re open to that, you’ll find that new ways to connect and bond will emerge all
around you.
“While it might not be clear where these connections will ultimately lead, this is a potent
starting point.
“Also, consider Jupiter’s innate ability to bring about restlessness and the need for new
experience. It will likely catalyze action to help you move beyond those attachments that hold you
back, and to embrace those that can help you step forward.
“The New Moon makes a sextile to Saturn, which makes it easier to work with current life
challenges. You might find that, at the moment, the heaviness of recent obstacles are lifted.
“Neptune also makes a quincunx with the New Moon. What is emerging now does not appear with
crystalline clarity, but it’s probably enough to entice you to keep going with whatever you’ve been
struggling with.
“Neptune reminds you that you’ll never have it all figured out anyway, so stop pretending you
ever will.
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“Trust in the great mystery, and along the way, grab the helping hand that is offered to you
(be discerning, of course).
“Life might still be confusing, but at least you can grapple with that confusion in good company.”
© Copyright 2016 ~CHAD

WOODWARD All Rights Reserved

SARAH VARCAS from her Astro-Awakenings.co.uk:
“The New Moon in Libra…is a good time to begin again in recent situations of discord and
conflict…
“Human nature is cyclical, moving in ebbs and flows of togetherness and understanding, strife,
separation and discord, then back to connection again. This is true of our relationship with
ourselves as much as with each other!
“Nothing remains the same. There is no stasis, even in death. So any notion that nothing can
change – least of all us or them, this or that – simply cannot be trusted, especially now!
“Change is the only constant, a dependable refuge until we know without doubt the sacred
essence which feeds us from a different place.
“In an alliance with Neptune and Venus, this New Moon both spiritualizes and grounds our
relationships.
“It enables a more compassionate heart and courageous spirit, manifest in a willingness to say
the hard stuff whilst holding a space of love and acceptance.
“Only then can we realistically decide where, being these people at this time, life will take us next.
“But if unavoidable separations are on the cards come October, don’t resist them. We know in our
heart when an ending has arrived, no matter how much we may fight this truth.
“Try, if possible, to relax a little into it, embracing the space of ‘only me’ where ‘we’ used to be.
“Whilst this New Moon speaks of love, it is a greater, more enduring kind: love of the Self as it
really is, not the false self we create to get by. Love of the divine which flows through us as
truth, that burns from within when denied.
“No one person can give or take away this unbounded love for it is none of ours to own and
yet all of ours to share.
“This coming month we must do so widely, drink it in deeply and weave it through the very heart
of this fantastically tumultuous life.”
© Copyright 2016 ~SARAH

VARCAS All Rights Reserved

CATHY PAGANO from her Wisdom of Astrology.com:
“New Moons nights are magical times. The night sky fills with millions of stars with no Moon in the
sky to enchant our eyes.
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“We look up and look out into the universe, just as the far side of the Moon does. We
look into eternity. And a new seed gets planted in our collective psyche.
“Each New and Full Moon occupy different signs of the Zodiac, and so different energies
are evoked and different desires are stirred up…
“Even more than with other signs, Libra strongly affects everyone, because Libra is the
sign of the Other, so it impacts all our Relationships, even our relationship to our Self…”
“Libra wants real justice, fairness and balance in our laws, our beliefs and our actions.
“And yet while it is an air/thinking sign, Libra has heart. With Venus/Aphrodite as the
ruler of Libra, she balances her head and her heart to help us find truth, beauty and love .
“With Aphrodite comes the Muses, inspiring us to create Art That Matters to others…
“What about using ART to speak about this election in the US? Where are our musicians
and artists in this time of dire beauty and chaos?
“The Arts speak to justice, beauty and truth. It is a heartfelt expression that speaks to
us viscerally…”
“Now, to add a little more spice to this juicy energy, the biggest planet in our solar
system, Jupiter, has just arrived in the sign of Libra, and will be traveling through it
until next October 2017.
“So the sign of Libra and all our relationships will be especially energized this year…”
“We might find ourselves stepping out of our personal concerns and opening our hearts
to future generations who need us to stand up for justice now…
“Saving our planet is about leaving a sustainable and sustaining Earth for future generations.

“Jupiter in Libra can encourage our more noble character to stand up and have a say in
how our laws affect us and the world.
“And in the relationship realm, Jupiter in Libra can help us be both noble and truthful
about our relationship needs. So on all levels, this is the year to engage with zest and
joy in relationships!
“…At this New Moon, Venus helps us dig out the truth of our hearts—what fears live
there, what hopes want to blossom, what visions want to manifest.
“All too often in astrology, we reduce Venus/Aphrodite to a few key words like love,
sex, beauty and money, values..But those words do not begin to describe the deep
mystery of Venus/Aphrodite, who leads us to Wisdom!
“Any goddess energy that can give us that gift is deeper than a few catchwords…”
“As Evening Star, Venus gives us a bigger stage to act upon. What and who can you
influence with your truth and wisdom?
“Venus is asking us to remember who we really are and to access our wisdom.
“We live in a living, evolving universe. Anything is possible…”
© Copyright 2016 ~CATHY PAGANO All Rights Reserved
* NEW MOON* Blessings to us all!
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2016-09-30

A Message to Lightworkers - September 30, 2016

The latest guidance from our friends, the Galactic, Elemental, Ascended Master, and Angelic
beings known as the Collective:
Greetings, Brave Light Beings!
We are very pleased to have this opportunity to speak with you again today.
You would perhaps be surprised to learn, that before incarnating, you "looked forward" (though
from a dimension where time does not exist) to this part of your Earth journey, when the energies
would be pouring in, and you would squint at the brightness of them.
You knew that you would feel unsure at times regarding how to take these powerful energies -the ego-mind tries to struggle against them at times, thinking that these are not helpful moments,
as they can feel so strange and challenging.
Many are reporting feeling weak or shaky. Others feel upended emotionally, or seeing that their
current job, relationship, or home no longer fits who they are. Even their clothing or hairstyle may
seem to belong to someone else.
These are all beautiful indications of the wild
river ride you are on, and the bravery and
tenacity with which you are steering your
small vessel through powerful rapids.
Understand that it will not always be this way.
You will not always feel to be under constant
waves of change, with the outer world in turmoil,
such as current happenings around the world bear
witness to.
Consider it a beautiful, empowering, and positive sign that all appears to be in flux now.
For before a new system comes in, the old must crumble and fall by the wayside.
And though that is difficult for the left-brain and ego-mind to grasp or accept at times, without
panicking, nevertheless -- you knew these moments would occur, and you have subconsciously
waited with baited breath through the entirety of this Earth life for this very moment.
And so, the moment arrives.
And it is a protracted moment, having taken centuries to get here, and decades of your lifetime to
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unfold.
Yet, it is here: the disclosing, unveiling, and unmasking of those no-longer-powerful
forces that would take you and your world further down a dark path of service to them,
including loss of your individual Divine essence.
Their dark visions and plans are crumbling further each day -- they are quite alarmed at the speed
at which this is occurring, in fact.
So that when you see a supposed "debate" on television between one dark but organic and one
manufactured lifeform, both claiming to be human and to be leaders, you know far better.
The masses are, for the vast majority, unwilling now to take in the deceptions they have been so
carefully trained to believe in. These same energies that are helping you birth your Ascension
have brought them inevitably to this moment.
And so we see not only thousands standing with the Earth Protectors of North Dakota, but many
millions.
We see not only thousands objecting to the dehumanizing rhetoric about Syrian and other refugee
populations, but many millions.
And we see, with the establishment of the National Museum of African American History and
Culture, a reflection of the very great shift that has occurred over the past few decades, for all
races and cultures, around the world.
Understand that for more than 20 years, President Obama and those supporting him (those now
in the physical and those in the etheric) have been sending out the energies of empowerment,
truth, stability, justice, and equality -- the foundations of NESARA law – not only to the entire US,
but to the entire world -- all nations and all peoples.
This is a powerful beacon, and we lend our Light and energies to it as well, and ever shall, dear
ones, unless your blessed Mother Earth wishes otherwise.
Know that this temporary time of growing-pains discomfort, of seeing old issues and conflicts
rising to the surface, aren't only a matter of police shootings or stolen primaries, or your and your
loved ones' struggles with money or health or well-being, as difficult as all of that is.
This new era signals the release of the third dimensional construct, and the birth of the
Ascended consciousness -- the crystalline awareness that is reconstructing every
physical cell and lifting every part of your life to an entirely new level.
And so -- uncomfortable and strange? Most certainly.
But un-asked for? Most assuredly not.
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For you yourselves are birthing your own Ascension, your own fifth dimensional reality, and your
own powerful growth and higher awareness.
So that while you may not currently have your own spacecraft outside your home, you have
nonetheless, made room for such in your consciousness. You have created the reality of such, with
your joyful expectation, your joyful command.
You are in fact, the ones who have decided "And so it is! Bring this New Earth and nrew life forth,
our collective souls! Bring this forth and create this, Universe!"
And so mote it be.
Namaste, dear ones!
Your Galactic and soul families crowd round you now, full of joy, full of admiration and
amazement, at your strength, your courage, and your increasingly powerful Light, and we join
them in thanking you for your beautiful service to humanity, to your own soul's growth, to the
saving and healing of your planet.
And so it is!
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Warriors of the Rainbow Prophecy 2014-04-22

http://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-

-

legends/warriors-rainbow-prophecy-001577
johnblack
“One day... there would come a time, when the earth being ravaged and polluted, the
forests being destroyed, the birds would fall from the air, the waters would be
blackened, the fish being poisoned in the streams, and the trees would no longer be,
mankind as we would know it would all but cease to exist”
This is how the ‘Rainbow prophecy’ begins, as
retold by a woman of the Cree Indian nation of
America over a century ago.
The Cree are one of the largest groups of the First
Nations Native Americans in North America. There
are over 135 bands of Cree living in Canada, with
a total population of approximately 200,000 today.
The Rainbow prophecy, as it has come to be
known, refers to the keepers of the legends,
rituals, and other myths that will be needed when
the time comes to restore the health on Earth. It is
believed that these legendary beings will return on
a day of awakening, when all people will unite and
create a new world of justice, peace and freedom, and they will be named the ‘Warriors of the
Rainbow’. They will reteach the values and the knowledge that has been lost in time,
demonstrating how to have wisdom and extra-perception, and how unity, harmony and love is the
only way forward.
The rainbow reference relates to the different colours of the original people:
“At the beginning of this cycle of time, long ago, the Great Spirit came down and He
made an appearance and He gathered the peoples of this earth together, they say on
an island which is now beneath the water, and He said to the human beings, "I'm going
to send you to four directions and over time I'm going to change you to four colours,
but I'm going to give you some teachings and you will call these the Original Teachings
and when you come back together with each other you will share these so that you can
live and have peace on earth, and a great civilization will come about.”
Prophecy as told by Lee Brown of the Salish Tribe at the 1986 Continental Indigenous
Council, Alaska .
A particularly interesting part of the prophecy relates to the choosing of leaders. According to the
story, a leader will not be the one that talks the loudest, boasts of successes, or has the support
of the elite. Leaders will be those whose actions speak the loudest, the ones that have
demonstrated wisdom and courage and have proven that they work for the benefit of all. Isn’t this
how things should be?
The Rainbow has always held special significance among the different Native American Indian
Nations. It is connected to the Spirit (Supreme God/Creator) in all things. Apart from the Cree
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prophecy there are many prophecies and stories from the Hopi, the Zuni and the Cherokee related
to the rainbow warriors.
“There will come a day when people of all races, colors, and creeds will put aside their
differences. They will come together in love, joining hands in unification, to heal the
Earth and all Her children. They will move over the Earth like a great Whirling Rainbow,
bringing peace, understanding and healing everywhere they go. Many creatures
thought to be extinct or mythical will resurface at this time; the great trees that
perished will return almost overnight. All living things will flourish, drawing sustenance
from the breast of our Mother, the Earth.
“The great spiritual Teachers who walked the Earth and taught the basics of the truths
of the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will return and walk amongst us once more, sharing
their power and understanding with all. We will learn how to see and hear in a sacred
manner. Men and women will be equals in the way Creator intended them to be; all
children will be safe anywhere they want to go. Elders will be respected and valued for
their contributions to life. Their wisdom will be sought out. The whole Human race will
be called The People and there will be no more war, sickness or hunger forever.”
Navajo-Hopi Prophecy of the Whirling Rainbow
“In the time of the Seventh Fire, a New People would emerge. They would retrace their
steps to find the wisdom that was left by the side of the trail long ago. Their steps
would take them to the elders, who they would ask to guide them on their journey. If
the New People remain strong in their quest, the sacred drum will again sound its
voice. There will be an awakening of the people, and the sacred fire will again be lit. At
this time, the light-skinned race will be given a choice between two roads. One road is
the road of greed and technology without wisdom or respect for life. This road
represents a rush to destruction. The other road is spirituality, a slower path that
includes respect for all living things. If we choose the spiritual path, we can light yet
another fire, an Eight Fire, and begin an extended period of Peace and healthy growth.”
Grandfather William Commanda, Circle of All Nations Prophecy of the Seven Fires of
the Anishnabe, From Ancient Wampum Belt
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While Wikipedia would have people believe that the legend originates in a 1962 book titled
‘Warriors of the Rainbow’ by William Willoya and Vinson Brown, the reality is that the prophecy is
ancient, passed down as oral history over many generations. Brown, himself, admitted that his
research came from the Hopi prophecies, and the book has been criticised as an attempt to
evangelize with the Native American community by relating the prophecy of the Rainbow Warriors
to the Second Coming of Christ.
References to a new Era, a Golden Age characterised by harmony, stability and prosperity, do not
just belong to the Native Americans, but can be found in myths and legends from all over the
world. It is known as Chryson Genos in Greek mythology, the Kali yuga in Vedic and Hindu culture,
and gullaldr in Norse mythology. One aspect that is common among many legends of the Golden
era is the return of beings or gods that will aid in the restoration of the Earth.
In classical Greek mythology, the Golden Age was presided over by the leading Titan Cronus. In
some version of the myth, Astraea also ruled. She lived with men until the end of the Silver Age
but, in the Bronze Age, when men became violent and greedy, fled to the stars, where she
appears as the constellation Virgo, holding the scales of Justice, or Libra.
Whether these prophecies are true or not, much of what is spoken about – the era of greed and
violence – is a reality throughout much of the world today. Corruption, greed, poverty,
consumerism, power to the few, and injustice are predominant characteristics of our civilization
accompanied by a great technological advancement that has become a weapon for mass
destruction and a tool for supressing resistance. Whether beings from the past will interfere or
not, one thing is for sure, life cannot continue in this way forever.
Featured Image: A Plains Cree warrior and pipe stem carrier. Painted by Paul Kane at the Fort Pitt
region, North Saskatchewan River, Saskatchewan, Canada.(Public Domain/ Wikimedia)
By John Black
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